
Images of Organization by Gareth Morgan: A
Comprehensive Exploration of Different
Organizational Metaphors
In his seminal work, Images of Organization, Gareth Morgan proposes a
captivating framework for understanding organizations through the lens of
different metaphors. These metaphors, each capturing a unique aspect of
organizational reality, offer valuable insights into the complexities of
organizational behavior, culture, and structure. This article provides a
comprehensive exploration of Morgan's eight organizational metaphors,
delving into their key characteristics, implications, and real-world examples.

The machine metaphor portrays organizations as well-oiled machines,
emphasizing their rational, hierarchical, and predictable nature. Within this
metaphor, organizations are seen as systems of interconnected parts, each
contributing to the overall functioning of the whole. The focus is on
efficiency, control, and the optimization of resources.

Key Characteristics: Specialization, division of labor, standardization,
predictability, control

Implications: Focus on efficiency, task orientation, clear lines of
authority, limited flexibility

Example: A manufacturing plant with a highly structured assembly line

In contrast to the machine metaphor, the organism metaphor views
organizations as living, breathing entities that are constantly adapting to
their environment. This metaphor highlights the interconnectedness,



interdependence, and self-organizing nature of organizations. The focus is
on growth, resilience, and the ability to respond to changing conditions.
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Key Characteristics: Interdependence, adaptation, emergence, self-
organization, growth

Implications: Emphasis on collaboration, innovation, flexibility,
adaptability

Example: A research and development team that is highly adaptive to
changing market demands

The brain metaphor compares organizations to complex brains,
emphasizing their capacity for processing information, learning, and
decision-making. This metaphor highlights the role of knowledge,
communication, and creativity within organizations. The focus is on
intelligence, problem-solving, and the ability to make informed decisions.

Key Characteristics: Information processing, communication,
learning, problem-solving, creativity
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Implications: Emphasis on knowledge management, innovation,
collaboration, data-driven decision-making

Example: A technology company that leverages artificial intelligence to
analyze customer data and make informed product decisions

The political metaphor views organizations as arenas of power, conflict,
and negotiation. This metaphor highlights the role of different stakeholders,
interest groups, and the distribution of power within organizations. The
focus is on influence, resource allocation, and the management of conflict.

Key Characteristics: Power dynamics, conflict, negotiation, influence,
resource allocation

Implications: Emphasis on stakeholder management, conflict
resolution, political savvy, coalition-building

Example: A non-profit organization that must balance the interests of
donors, beneficiaries, and staff members

The psychic prison metaphor portrays organizations as confining
environments that can stifle creativity, autonomy, and individual growth.
This metaphor highlights the potential negative consequences of excessive
control, bureaucracy, and conformity. The focus is on breaking down
barriers, empowering employees, and fostering a sense of purpose.

Key Characteristics: Control, bureaucracy, conformity, alienation,
lack of autonomy

Implications: Emphasis on employee empowerment, self-directed
work teams, flexible work arrangements



Example: A traditional hierarchical organization that struggles to foster
innovation and creativity

The flux and transformation metaphor views organizations as constantly
evolving and changing entities. This metaphor highlights the dynamic
nature of organizational life, the role of chaos, and the need for adaptation.
The focus is on embracing change, ambiguity, and the ability to thrive in
uncertain environments.

Key Characteristics: Change, chaos, uncertainty, adaptation,
emergence

Implications: Emphasis on agility, resilience, learning agility,
embracing diversity

Example: A startup company that operates in a rapidly changing
industry

The instrument of domination metaphor sees organizations as tools of
control and oppression. This metaphor highlights the potential negative
consequences of power imbalances, exploitation, and the suppression of
dissent. The focus is on resisting oppression, promoting social justice, and
creating more equitable workplaces.

Key Characteristics: Power imbalances, exploitation, oppression,
suppression of dissent

Implications: Emphasis on social justice, equity, diversity and
inclusion, employee rights

Example: A corporation that engages in unethical labor practices or
environmental degradation



The transcendental metaphor views organizations as vehicles for spiritual
growth and transcendence. This metaphor highlights the potential of
organizations to inspire, transform, and connect individuals with a greater
purpose. The focus is on meaning, values, and the collective pursuit of a
shared vision.

Key Characteristics: Meaning, purpose, values, transcendence,
collective vision

Implications: Emphasis on servant leadership, shared values, intrinsic
motivation, organizational culture

Example: A non-profit organization that works to address social or
environmental issues

Gareth Morgan's eight organizational metaphors offer a diverse and
thought-provoking framework for understanding organizations. Each
metaphor captures a different aspect of organizational reality, providing
valuable insights into the complexities of organizational behavior, culture,
and structure. By embracing these metaphors, managers and leaders can
gain a deeper understanding of their organizations, make more informed
decisions, and create more effective and meaningful workplaces.

Understanding and applying Morgan's organizational metaphors can
significantly enhance our ability to manage, lead, and transform
organizations. These metaphors serve as indispensable tools for navigating
the ever-changing landscape of the modern workplace.
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